
Introduction to mathematical Game Theory

Mathematical Game Theory deals with mathematical tecniques to analyze
situations in which two or more individuals make decisions to influence their
benefit and others’.
Situations studied by game theory theorists are not only recreative as the
word game could induce to think.
We date the beginning of this modern theory with the papers of von Neu-
mann and Morgestein in 1944 (Games and Economic Behavior), the word
game is applied to any social situation involving two or more individuals:
the players. Players are rational decision makers, that is they will make
decisions to maximize the payoffs of their expected utility.
An example of behavior maximizing its payoff can be found in the models
of darwinian evolution.
In an universe where the increasing desorder is a physics law, the complex
organisms (including humans or in general the social organizations) can sur-
vive only if they have a behavior to enhance their probabilities of surviving
and reproducing.
At this light an evolutionistic selection argument suggests that individu-
als want to maximize the expected value of a measure of natural surviving
and reproductive suitability, otherwise they disappear (see Maynard Smith
1982).
In general maximizing the expected utility payoff is not the same that max-
imizing expected money payoff, because the values of utility are not always
in dollars or euros.
A risk adverse player enhances its expected utility more winning a dollar
when he/she is poor then when he/she is rich.
Game Theory can be seen as a generalization of Decision Theory (with two
or more decision makers), so to understand well the fundamental concepts
of Game Theory one has to study before Decision Theory.
Decisions full our life and the capacity of choosing and expressing our
whishes are the points which make the difference between the life of an
intelligent being from an inferior forms.
Every day we make decisions but some of them have so small importance
that we forget them in a few minutes, but others are so important that we
make an accurate analysis before making the decision.
What is an accurate analysis?
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Who is a good decision maker?
Sometimes we have precise ideas about who is a good decision maker, then
we will be able to make criticism about decisions, in a particular way of our
delegates.
Often we have to delegate others and we would like to be sure they decide
well, but only if we are able to recognize a good decision maker, we can be
sure of this. One goal of mathematical Game Theory is to give mathematical
tools to make good decisions and to interact strategically with the others’
decisions.
Two great chapters constitues Game Theory: non cooperative games and
cooperative games. These two interesting chapters have very different math-
ematical tools. See the list of suggested books to study them.
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